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Protect your business against malware! TrustPort's antivirus solution, Securezone for Small Business Server, is designed for small organizations with several workstations. The security application is based on an efficient antivirus engine that is supplemented by useful privacy tools and network protection. Automated
detection, autodetection and autostart features allow you to protect your workstations from viruses and other malware, while allowing you to make the most of powerful policy features for configuring user accounts and software. Highlight features: + Real-time protection from more than 100,000 malware samples. +
User support and policy management for a sophisticated and flexible configuration. + Quality-of-Service (QoS) settings to prioritize and filter network traffic. + SANE and NAS devices management to protect your data from server malfunctions. + Two-way client communication for improved security. + Automated
malware detection. + An application inspector to monitor all running processes. TrustPort Securezone Antivirus for Small Business Server User review: This package includes the following: ++ Securezone for Small Business Server ++ Security Center client ++ Online Help ++ The default Trusted AntiVirus Corporate
Edition Full 5 Computer Software - Total 3 Software - 1 3.56 MB TrustPort OpenVPN Pro Antivirus - 2015 TrustPort OpenVPN Pro Antivirus - 2015 is a tool to protect your OpenVPN configurations from malware. TrustPort OpenVPN Pro Antivirus - 2015 Description: Protect your OpenVPN configurations from malware The
OpenVPN configuration data includes configurations for VPN applications and the certificates used by the VPN application to connect to remote VPN server. All of the sensitive data will be encrypted before it reaches the VPN server. This makes it difficult for malicious code to intercept and manipulate your private
credentials and data. However, there are still plenty of cases where a malicious computer user could inject bad code into a VPN application or its configuration. And by installing free or paid-for antivirus software, the malware could change your VPN configuration to allow the attacker to connect to the VPN server. This
allows the attacker to intercept and modify your data and credentials as they pass between you and the VPN server. This tool is a certificate-based OpenVPN configuration manager. It offers the ability to easily manage the certificates and keys that are used to encrypt and decrypt the sensitive data. TrustPort
OpenVPN Pro Antivirus - 2015 Screenshot TrustPort Open
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Protect your business against malware and other online threats. Keep business networks safe Our antivirus software protects your business network against malware and other online threats, removing them from computers and network shares without disrupting essential operating systems or networks. With
comprehensive virus protection, real-time protection against new viruses and plenty of other advanced features, you’ll be able to feel confident that your business network is protected from the most common malware threats. A home-grown security solution for small businesses TrustPort Small Business Security
allows you to set up your own user-defined firewall, intrusion prevention system (IPS) and firewall, directly on your small business server. This gives you complete control over your IT infrastructure, without the need for expensive third-party software. You can also easily deploy additional servers from other companies
onto your network, without the need for a third-party anti-virus program. System Requirements for TrustPort Antivirus for Small Business Server: - Small business server - Processor: Intel Pentium I - Min. 2 GB RAM Sharktech Game Cache: Sharktech is delighted to offer you a comprehensive solution for all your game
cache needs. Sharktech Game Cache is a completely automatic program that automatically detects unused games from your computer and clears up your game cache with one click.Downloads: 8855 - Shareware - Download Now Clean My System! Pro Clean Up: Clean My System! Pro Clean Up is a quick and simple
utility that can help you clean your PC system in no time. It has advanced disk cleanup, registry cleanup, junk file cleanup, temp file cleanup and much more.Downloads: 9319 - Shareware - Download Now Norton Beta AntiSpyware: Get the new release of Norton AntiSpyware and drive Spyware for free. Then you can
download any other Norton bundle at 50% off.Downloads: 10903 - Freeware - Download Now Electronic Empire Security Pro: Get Electronic Empire Security Pro program, a feature rich tool to secure your computer. It scans and finds unknown files on your computer. Which includes hidden viruses and worms, spyware,
and other dangerous software.Downloads: 13762 - Shareware - Download Now Clean My System! Pro Clean Up: Clean My System! Pro Clean Up is a quick and simple utility that can help you clean your PC system in no time. It has advanced disk cleanup, registry cleanup, junk file cleanup, temp file cleanup and much
more.Downloads: b7e8fdf5c8
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Scan your computer quickly and efficiently. Protect your files and settings. Eliminate and quarantine infected files and processes. View reports, analyze data and control... TrustPort PC Cleaner: Smarter PC Protection for Windows 8.1 Clean PC is a powerful data cleaner, tool to clean your system registry, cached
system files, which are deleted by your computer automatically. How to use it:1. Open System > All Tools > Clean PC2. Run the program from the toolbar in the user interface.3. You can clean all the junk files, clean up your temporary files, cache files, your browser's cache, the uninstall registry, empty the form data
in the program.4. You can clean the data in your folder in the program, such as Recycle Bin, Temp, Cookies, Cache, etc.5. Many more settings in the program, see it in detail on the about window.System requirements1. Windows 8.1 and above OS 2. CPU of Intel Core2 Duo or later or AMD Athlon 64 or better, the
AMD64 platform is recommended. 3. 2GB of RAM is necessary for a regular installation, and 4GB is required for extensive testing. 4. Memory should be at least 7GB 5. DATABASE: Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (excluding Express Edition) or later MySQL 5.5 or later Google Cloud SQL MySQL 5.6 or later Oracle 11g or later
6. The installation file of TrustPort PC Cleaner will be installed in the application folder of your hard drive. User comments: I made this cleaner for poor people like me When you have Windows 8 with a very basic budget, there is no tool cleaner as this. A lot of people say that it's difficult to use or complicated, but it is
not. Like Windows 7, it runs in the background and does the cleaning work without you noticing. Your computer will be safe and cleaner than you ever knew! Nobody should be denied this powerful tool. Everyone should be able to have a PC that works like this. I am a poor computer owner. I need your help to clean
my computer. When I see the Clean PC option in the Control Panel, I really don't know how to use it. I tried it once and it seems to be pretty easy to use. At last, I got my hands on it and I've kept it for a long time. I have

What's New in the TrustPort Antivirus For Small Business Server?

TrustPort Antivirus combines powerful real-time protection with the ability to scan and evaluate any application. It can detect viruses, Trojans, worms and other internet threats in real time, and it can detect suspicious files and documents. With extremely low impact on computers and networks, TrustPort Antivirus for
Small Business Server can detect and remove viruses, malware, Trojans and other potentially unwanted programs as they arise. Features: Real-time protection Stop viruses, Trojans, worms and other internet threats that can harm your business and data as they occur. Prevent the installation of potentially unwanted
applications Protect against programs that may damage the operating system or computer hardware. Scan and evaluate any type of application With the real-time scanner, keep your operating system running smoothly and secure, scan and evaluate any type of application, block suspicious programs and keep
malicious or unsafe files from harming your computer. Starts without a System Boot As soon as you install TrustPort Antivirus for Small Business Server and turn it on, the anti-malware program starts checking your PC and detecting suspicious files as you use your computer. Your PC won't have to reboot or start in
the "safe mode." Prevent Unwanted Programs from Infecting the System Protect your computer against programs that may harm the operating system or computer hardware. If an application is found to be malicious or potentially unwanted, it is detected and your computer is protected. Customize the Tool for Your
Business Customize the settings of TrustPort Antivirus for Small Business Server and create a user account for an administrator. This allows you to control and monitor the system to identify any unwanted applications or viruses and maintain a secure work environment. Smart Scanning Detection Identifies files that
are associated with the Office productivity suite, ASP.NET application or Microsoft Office. Manage User Profiles Manage the location of anti-malware settings and allow the creation of user profiles. Manage System Settings Manage and manage the location of anti-malware settings and allow the creation of user profiles,
and manage the version number for the database. Manage Application Settings Enables the removal of files, removal of temporary folders and the ability to customize the database version number. Security Alerts Enables the user to prevent unknown programs or documents from running and for a security alert to be
given if an unknown program or document is run. User Management Create a user account for an administrator
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System Requirements For TrustPort Antivirus For Small Business Server:

Languages: English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Russian, Polish, Japanese, Korean Audio: Supported Languages: Server: Linux 32/64-bit, Windows 32/64-bit Data Storage: RAM 8 GB, Hard Disk Space 40 GB Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 1070/AMD R9 390/RX 580, AMD RX Vega 56 DirectX® Version 11 or
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